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Abstract
In this article, I discuss the conceptions of the substance of the mind (xin) and the
immortality of the self in relation to the guishen-hunpo theory in Zhu Xi’s philosophy.
Zhu Xi interprets guishen as the two functions of qi and intelligible natural
phenomena. He also explains that hunpo, or human guishen, is the material substance
of the mind. Hunpo is the most flourishing state of guishen and performs the cognitive
function. However, in the same way as things composed of qi, the mind also
experiences birth and death depending on the gathering and scattering of qi. In
contrast, the original substance of the mind is equivalent to eternal li (xing) which
cannot gather or scatter. Reconstructing the concept of the original substance (benti)
on the foundation of cosmological li-qi dualism, Zhu Xi insists that the original self
is immortal as it is the original substance of the mind. Zhu Xi recommends cultivating
the self from the universe-centered perspective grounded on this understanding.
Justifying sacrificial rites for ancestors in his theory of li-qi, Zhu Xi claims that their
hunpo can reappear in their descendants’ minds based on the cosmological principle
(li); since the cosmological principle contains all the information and history of the
ancestors, it can reproduce everything regarding those ancestors. Zhu Xi’s view of
the immortal self deserves to be evaluated as a creative thought.
Keywords: mind (xin), benti (original substance), self, immortality, guishen (spiritual
beings), hunpo (human soul), Zhu Xi
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1. Introduction
The aim of this article is to shed light on Zhu Xi’s 朱熹 (1130-1200) thoughts
on the substance of the mind (xin 心) and the immortality of the self in relation
to his theory of guishen 鬼神 (spiritual beings, generally translated as “ghosts
and spirits”) and hunpo 魂魄 (human guishen, or soul). Although Zhu Xi’s
conception of the self has hardly been investigated as the primary subject, there
have been considerable studies which have illuminated the characteristics of
the Confucian self as a whole.1 For example, the Confucian self tends to stress
the ceaseless process of self-cultivation based on the organic unity between
body and mind. The Confucian self needs to not only be broadened to include
the family, community, country, and world, but also deepened to form one body
with Heaven-and-Earth and myriad things through self-cultivation, aiming for
the ultimate transformation.2 It is also worth noting that the Confucian ideal
self, which must be attained through self-cultivation, requires the concept of
benti 本體 (original substance) as its goal and the underlying basis of
self-cultivation.3 The propensity of modern scholars to explain the Confucian
conception of the self on the foundation of benti can be traced to Mou Zongsan
牟宗三 (1909-1995). He insists that the transcendent self in Confucianism is
none other than benti as the original substance.4
1

2
3

4

On the Confucian self as a whole, see Hall and Ames, Thinking from the Han; Ames,
Dissanayake, and Kasulis, Self as Person in Asian Theory and Practice; Cheng, “A Theory
of Confucian Selfhood,” 124-147; Munro, Individualism and Holism; and Ames, “Using
English to Speak Confucianism,” 33-41. Although the previous studies did not distinguish
the early Confucian self from the Neo-Confucian conception, the division between the two
may be useful for a more accurate understanding.
Tu, “Embodying the Universe,” 177-186.
Cheng Chung-ying defines “benti” as follows: “it (benti) is the source of reality that gives
rise to the cosmos, life, and all things in the world, forming and transforming them,
ceaselessly sustaining and completing them―hence presenting itself as the ultimate reality
of all things.” In general, while the conception of benti was established in Laozi’s dao 道,
its source could be traced to Yijing 易經 (Book of Changes). In relation to the self, Cheng
regards benti as the underlying unity between mind and body as well as subject and object.
See Cheng, “On the Metaphysical Significance of Ti (Body-Embodiment) in Chinese
Philosophy,” 146 and 150. To the question, “what makes the ultimate transformation
possible?” Tu Wei-ming will probably agree to posit benti. However, since Zhu Xi’s usage
of the term is for referring to li (principle) in li-qi dualism, it is distinct from Cheng’s
monistic explanation. I will further explicate this idea later.
Mou, Zhide zhijue yu zhongguo zhexue, 162-183. He classifies the self into three types:
(1) the logical self of apperception in the Kantian sense; (2) the transcendent self as the
simple substance known by intellectual intuition; and (3) the phenomenal empirical self felt
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The concept of benti is efficacious to elucidate some issues on the
Confucian self, particularly the eternality of the mind and nature (xing 性),
which is a substitute for the immortality of the soul in Western thought.
However, this concept is controversial due to various interpretations of it,
nor is it uniformly applicable to the history of Confucian philosophy.
Furthermore, although Zhu Xi himself establishes benti as a philosophical
concept, he basically criticizes all views that advocate any eternal mind and
spirits based on the original substance in the Daoist and Chinese Buddhist
senses. As a matter of fact, while granting new meaning to the concept of
benti in a cosmological context, Zhu Xi argues for the immortality of the
self in a unique way which defies the established tradition. That is, he
suggests that the mind and self are not a spiritual essence or substance
separate from the material world, but are generated from the combination
of qi 氣 (material force) and li 理 (principle), much like all other things
in the universe.5 On the other hand, interestingly, he asserts that the
immortality of the original self is rooted in li.
In this paper, I aim to illuminate Zhu Xi’s creative thoughts on the
substance of the mind and the immortality of the self. The reason for linking
the substance of the mind and the immortality of the self to his theory of
guishen and hunpo is that when he says “the mind is the spirit of qi” or
“the agent of awareness is spiritual qi,” what he means is nothing but guishen
and hunpo.6 Above all, discussing the subject of immortality inevitably
involves the theme of guishen and hunpo. Thus, based on previous studies
about Zhu Xi’s theory of guishen and hunpo, I will examine the substance
of the mind and the immortality of the self.7 The purpose of this paper is

5

6

7

by sensual intuition. Mou insists that the true self is (2) as the original substance, while
(3) is temporarily prescribed and constituted by the categories that (1) generates.
Two explanations are offered concerning the component of the mind in Zhu Xi’s philosophy:
one regards the mind as something reducible to qi while the other considers it as the mixture
of qi and li. The former is influenced by Mou Zongsan who suggests that “since xin
mentioned by Zhu Xi was empirical mind and mind of spiritual qi, it could be regarded
only as psychological mind.” See Mou, Xinti yu xingti, 3:239. On the latter explanation,
see Chen, Zhu Xi zhexue yanjiu, 158.
Zhu, Zhuzi yulei, 5:85: “心者, 氣之精爽, 所覺者, 心之理也, 能覺者, 氣之靈也”; Zhuzi yulei,
68:1686: “安卿問, 心之精爽, 是謂魂魄? 曰, 只是此意”; Zhuzi yulei, 2:24: “草木之生自有箇神,
它自不能生, 在人則心便是, 所謂形旣生矣, 神發知矣, 是也.”
On Zhu Xi’s view of guishen and hunpo, see Gardner, “Ghosts and Spirits in the Sung
Neo-Confucian World,” 598-611; Miura, Shushi to ki to shintai, 83-129; Y. Kim, The
Natural Philosophy of Chu Hsi, 91-107 and 223-230; Ching, The Religious Thought of Chu
Hsi, 54-71; Tillman, “Zhu Xi’s Prayers to the Spirit of Confucius and Claim to the
Transmission of the Way,” 489-513; and W. Kim, “Jujahak-eseo honbaengnon-ui gujo-wa
simseongnon-gwaui gwangye,” 119-148.
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to answer the following questions: When Zhu Xi asserts that the material
substance of the mind is the so-called guishen and hunpo which are
composed of the special qi, what implication does this assertion have? How
does he account for the original substance (ti 體) and phenomenal function
(yong 用) of the mind? Is it possible to expound the immortality of the self
on the foundation of li? In order to answer these questions, I will first
examine Zhu Xi’s views on guishen and hunpo which correspond to the
material substance of the mind, and then deal with his reestablishment of
the concept of benti in relation to the substance and function of the mind.
My final elucidation is concerning his argument for the immortality of the
self on the basis of li, the cosmological principle.

2. Guishen and Hunpo as the Material Substance of the Mind
Generally speaking, guishen refers to all spiritual beings, such as human
spirits and natural deities that are venerated in sacrificial rites and foretell
in divination, while hunpo only refers to human guishen. The discourse on
guishen and hunpo has its provenance in the very earliest historical period
of Confucianism.8 When questioned about serving guishen, Kongzi answered
“while you are not able to serve people, how can you serve the spirits?”
However, he piously performed religious rituals for his ancestors as if they
were present.9 His basic attitude to guishen could be summarized as follows:
“Respect guishen, but keep them at a distance. This may be called wisdom.”10
However, some texts, which have been regarded as Kongzi’s view for a long
time, positively explicate guishen and hunpo. For example, in the “Jiyi” 祭義
(Meaning of Sacrifices) chapter of Liji 禮記 (Book of Rites), Kongzi accounts
for hunpo and guishen: human hunpo is the flourishing state of natural
guishen. The active part (hun) ascends to the heavens and the static part (po)
descends to the earth at the moment of death.11
8

On the original meaning of hunpo in China, see Yu, “‘O Soul, Come Back!,’” 363-395.
Lunyu 11.11 and 3.12.
10 Lunyu 6.20: “敬鬼神而遠之, 可謂知矣.”
11 Liji zhushu, 47:14a-15a: Kongzi states that “Qi is the flourishing state of shen, and po
is the flourishing state of gui. Therefore, only by explicating gui and shen together does
it become the utmost teaching. All living things inevitably die, and after death they go
back to earth. This is called gui. Since bones and flesh go down to earth, yin becomes
the soil of the field. Qi sends itself forth upward, emits shine and flavor, and makes the
atmosphere sorrowful. This is the entity of myriad things and the appearance of shen” (子曰,
9
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If we read Kongzi’s explanation in Liji as a discussion of the substance
of the mind, his account is subtly different from Mengzi, who differentiates
the mind from qi which constitutes the body. According to Mengzi, since the
will of the mind directs qi, it should be considered as the “greater substance”
and its essential part should be distinguished from qi.12 At any rate, Northern
Song Neo-Confucians in the eleventh century, at least regarding the issue of
guishen and hunpo, developed the naturalistic perspective reflected in texts
such as “Jiyi” of Liji and “Xici” 繫辭 (Appended Remarks) of Zhouyi 周易
(Book of Changes). They note as follows: because guishen and hunpo are
included in natural qi, they are not supernatural and otherworldly entities, but
intelligible and explicable phenomena. For example, while Zhang Zai 張載
(1020-1077) explains that “guishen is the inherent functions of two qi,”13
Cheng Yi 程頤 (1033-1107) considers it “a function of Heaven” and “the trace
of natural creation.”14 Those remarks imply that guishen is merely the two
functions of yin 陰 (passive, static force) and yang 陽 (positive, active force)
that are intrinsic to the cosmological qi which forms Heaven-and-Earth and
all things in the universe. While the attributes of yin cause folding and
contraction, the properties of yang engender expansion and radiation.15 Zhu
Xi is in favor of Zhang’s definition for its clearness. Even so, he supports
the essence of their qi-based naturalistic perspective. Zhu Xi says:
Guishen is nothing more than the extinction and growth of yin and yang.
The production and nurturing of all creatures, wind blowing, raining, and
darkening are all caused by guishen. In human beings, jing 精 (passive
energy) corresponds to po which is the flourishing of gui, while qi (active
energy) is allotted to hun which is the flourishing of shen. Since the
combination of jing and qi produces all things, there is nothing that does
not contain guishen. As “wandering hun causes transformation,”16 we are
able to know that po descends when hun wanders.17
氣也者, 神之盛也, 魄也者, 鬼之盛也. 合鬼與神, 敎之至也. 衆生必死, 死必歸土, 此之謂鬼. 骨肉斃
于下, 陰爲野土. 其氣發揚于上, 爲昭明焄蒿悽愴, 此百物之精也, 神之著也). In this passage, qi,
which refers to hunqi 魂氣, is used instead of hun.
12

13
14
15

16

Mengzi, 2A.2, 6A.5, and 7A.21. Mengzi denotes xin as dati 大體 (greater substance) in
comparison with xiaoti 小體 (smaller substance) which indicates sense organs and the body.
This division seems to posit another original component of the mind other than qi.
Zhang, Zhang Zai ji, 9: “鬼神者, 二氣之良能也.”
Cheng and Cheng, Er Cheng ji, 695: “夫天 . . . 以功用謂之鬼神, 以妙用謂之神”; Er Cheng
ji, 705: “鬼神者, 造化之迹也.”
The movement of qu 屈 (contraction) by yin and the movement of shen 伸 (expansion)
by yang correspond to gui and shen respectively. Gardner, “Ghosts and Spirits in the Sung
Neo-Confucian World,” 600-601.
Zhouyi, “Xici shang” 繫辭上: “精氣爲物, 遊魂爲變, 是故知鬼神之情狀.”
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Zhu Xi says guishen is only the two functions of qi which constitute
Heaven-and-Earth and myriad things. Therefore, all the formations and
transformations in the universe can be regarded as the results of guishen.
Based on a passage from “Xici” of Zhouyi, Zhu Xi explains that human
beings also consist of gui (jing) and shen (qi). That is, the human mind
comprises po and hun, the most flourishing state of gui and shen
respectively.18 If hun and po are separated from each other by hun’s ascent
and po’s descent, a man will come to death.
Meanwhile, hunpo as the most prospering form of guishen shows itself
as the cognitive activity (zhijue 知覺) of the mind. Zhu Xi states that “the
human being’s ability to think and plan owes to the activity of hun, while
the capacity to memorize and discriminate is due to the action of po.”19 In
other words, cognitive abilities such as perceiving, memorizing, discriminating,
thinking, and planning belong to hunpo.20 Hunpo is the most flourishing state
of guishen (jingqi) in the natural world, and therefore it follows that the
material substance of the mind is nothing but qi. According to Zhu Xi, as
long as all things in the universe are composed of qi, they naturally perish
without exception. He adds that when one is at death, “along with the
exhaustion of qi his cognition also gets to be exhausted completely.”21 In this
vein, he sharply criticizes the view that the mind experiences no birth or death:
The assertion that the mind experiences no birth or death is similar to the
Buddhist view of transmigration. When Heaven-and-Earth created myriad
things, human beings gained excellent qi and became the most spiritual
beings. The so-called the mind (xin) is an empty and spiritual thing owning
cognitive property, just as the ears can hear and the eyes can see.
Heaven-and-Earth itself has existed persistently from the past to the present
without formation and extinction, whereas human beings and things have
17
18

19
20
21

Zhu, Zhuzi yulei, 3:34: “鬼神不過陰陽消長而已. 亭毒化育, 風雨晦冥, 皆是. 在人則精是魄, 魄者鬼
之盛也. 氣是魂, 魂者神之盛也. 精氣聚而爲物, 何物而無鬼神! 遊魂爲變, 魂遊則魄之降可知.”
Zhu Xi explains the relationship among jingqi, hunpo, and guishen: “jingqi denotes general
things and hunpo is a term for human beings, while guishen refers to something detached
from human beings.” (Zhu, Zhuzi yulei, 63:1544: “精氣就物而言, 魂魄就人而言, 鬼神離乎人而
言.”) In this regard, jingqi is the same as qizhi 氣質 (psychophysical matter-energy), and
the most flourishing state of jingqi or qizhi is called as hunpo.
Zhu, Zhuzi yulei, 3:43: “人之能思慮計畫者, 魂之爲也, 能記憶辨別者, 魄之爲也.”
W. Kim, Ju Hui cheolhak-ui insingnon, 140.
Zhu, Zhuzi yulei, 63:1551: “問, 人死時, 這知覺便散否? 曰, 不是散, 是盡了, 氣盡則知覺亦盡.”
Since qi cannot come to nonbeing, this “exhaustion” means that qi vanishes into the
universe. In this respect, Zhu Xi’s interpretation of death is novel and more scientific than
the traditional explanation that suggests complete separation of hunpo. His interpretation
seems to require a principle to control the formation and extinction of a thing.
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a beginning and an end as they have a material body. If he knew that li
is one but its manifestations are many, why would he astound scholars with
the theory that the mind experiences no birth or death?22

In the above quotation, Zhu Xi criticizes Hu Hong 胡宏 (1106-1161), the
Hunan 湖南 school’s previous leader, who insisted that the mind experiences
no birth or death. Zhu Xi insists that since human beings gained the highest
optimal qi, the mind has the best spiritual function of cognition among all
living creatures. Nevertheless, like all things composed of qi, the mind also
cannot but have a beginning and an end. In contrast to the eternal
Heaven-and-Earth, all individual things in the universe come to existence
by the condensation of qi, and die out by the dispersion of qi. The mind
has no exception in this law. Hu Hong disregards the material side of the
mind, finally establishing the theory of the immortal mind, which seems to
be a new version of the Buddhist transmigration theory.
However, Hu’s theory of the immortal mind is not the same as the
transmigration theory premised on immortal spirits or ghosts. Rather it
appears to be a new doctrine influenced by the conception of the original
substance in Daoism and Chinese Buddhism represented by Huayan 華嚴
and Chanzong 禪宗. Hu suggests that nature (xing) is the fundamental
substance that gives rise to Heaven-and-Earth and myriad things, while the
mind supervises the manifestations of nature.23 In other words, nature and
mind correspond to the substance (ti) and the function (yong) respectively,
the two aspects of one ultimate reality. Therefore, Hu argues that the mind
does not experience birth and death as it is the ontological original substance.
In contrast, Zhu Xi considers the mind as the agent of cognition and practice
and not as one side of ultimate reality. The material substance of the mind
is composed of the empty and spiritual qi (hunpo) which reveals itself by
the cognitive function. The mind can realize the particular principles of
things through its cognitive function on the premise that “li is one but the
manifestations are many.” However, insofar as it consists of qi, the mind
is subject to the law of birth and death. Even so, it does not mean that Zhu
Xi entirely denies the conception of the original substance and the
immortality of the self. Rejecting the ultimate substance in the Daoist and
22

23

Zhu, Zhu Xi ji, 73:3863: “心無死生, 則幾於釋氏輪廻之說矣. 天地生物, 人得其秀而最靈. 所謂心
者, 乃夫虛靈知覺之性, 猶耳目之有聞見耳. 在天地則通古今而無成壞, 在人物則隨形氣而有始終. 知
其理一而分殊, 則亦何必爲是心無死生之說以駭學者之聽乎?”
Zhu, Zhu Xi ji, 73:3862: “知言曰 . . . 性也者, 天地之所以立也”; Zhu Xi ji, 73:3858: “心也者,
知天地宰萬物以成性者也.”
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Chinese Buddhist senses, he reconstructs the concept of benti on the ground
of li-qi cosmology.24

3. Xing and Li as the Original Substance of the Mind
In Zhu Xi’s philosophy, the hunpo theory provides a psychological
explanation regarding the functions of the mind. It is worth noting that he
mainly concentrates on the cognitive functions of thinking and perception
rather than volition and intention. For instance, as mentioned already, “the
ability to think and consider is hun; on the other hand, the capacity to
memorize the past is po.”25 In this case, po’s functions of perception and
memorization can be included as part of reception and storage, which are
the general functions of yin. Meanwhile, hun’s functions of thinking and
considering are involved in the functions of operation and manifestation of
yang. Zhu Xi says:
Yin controls reception and storage, while yang is in charge of operation.
In general, the ability to memorize is po’s reception and storage, whereas
operation and manifestation belong to hun. The two basically cannot be
separated from each other. We are able to memorize thanks to po, but what
is memorized is manifested by hun. We are able to perceive owing to po,
but what is perceived is manifested by hun. Although they are divided into
yin and yang, each has yin and yang inside.26

Since yin and yang embrace each other, their functions rely on each other.
In other words, po’s reception and storage require hun’s operation and
manifestation, and vice versa. Nevertheless, hun’s operation and manifestation
are more important than the functions of po, because the cognitive function
cannot work without the operation principle and manifestations of li. In this
respect, the cognition of the mind results from the combination of li and qi.27

24

25
26

In the development of Zhu Xi’s philosophy, the so-called “zhonghe 中和 debate” with Zhang
Shi 張栻 (1133-1180) implies the rejection of the Daoist and Chinese Buddhist conceptions
of the original substance.
Zhu, Zhuzi yulei, 3:41: “會思量計度底便是魂, 會記當去底便是魄.”
Zhu, Zhuzi yulei, 87:2259: “陰主藏受, 陽主運用. 凡能記憶, 皆魄之所藏受也, 至於運用發出來是
魂. 這兩箇物事本不相離. 他能記憶底是魄, 然發出來底便是魂; 能知覺底是魄, 然知覺發出來底又是
魂. 雖各自分屬陰陽, 然陰陽中又各自有陰陽也.” The term “zhijue” in this passage only means
“sense perception.” However, the general meaning of “zhijue” is equivalent to “cognition.”
On zhijue, see W. Kim, Ju Hui cheolhak-ui insingnon, 36-38.
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According to Zhu Xi, “the mind is the spirit of qi” and it consists of the
empty and spiritual qi which performs the cognitive function.” This remark
presumes that the empty and spiritual qi has the operation principle and the
manifestations of li within.28 In this context, Zhu Xi explains that xing
(nature), which is identified with li, corresponds to the substance of the mind
while qing 情 (actual condition), which results from cognition, corresponds
to the function of the mind.29 Zhu Xi says:
The mind as a thing actually supervises its body. The substance (ti 體)
contains the xing of humaneness (ren 仁), righteousness (yi 義), propriety
(li 禮), and wisdom (zhi 智); the function (yong 用) has qing, including
the feeling of commiseration, the feelings of shame and dislike, the feelings
of modesty and deference, and the feelings of right and wrong. They are
mixed into the mind as a whole, and respond to a stimulus. As each of
them has an object to supervise its own feeling, they are not disordered.30

In the above passage, “the substance” refers to xing (human nature) as the
original substance, not the material substance of the mind. Cheng Yi, the
predecessor of Zhu Xi, mentions that “the mind is one, but it can indicate
the substance or refer to a function in certain situations.”31 From that
perspective, “ti” and “yong” respectively stand for the original substance and
the phenomenal function. All things in the universe can be analyzed
according to these two categories. While the original substance is identified
with li (noumenal principle), the emergent function corresponds to xiang 象
(phenomenal affair). Since li penetrates all phenomenal affairs which are
composed of qi, “the substance and function form a unified whole, and there
is no gap between the appeared and the concealed.”32
Following Cheng Yi, Zhu Xi more elaborately develops the
substance-function theory based on li-qi dualism. In cosmology, while
regarding taiji 太極 (the supreme ultimate) as li, Zhu Xi makes use of the
concept of benti to explain taiji; it is distinct from qi of yin-yang but must
27
28
29
30
31
32

Zhu, Zhuzi yulei, 5:85: “問, 知覺是心之靈固如此, 抑氣之爲邪? 曰, 不專是氣, 是先有知覺之理.
理未知覺, 氣聚成形, 理與氣合, 便能知覺.”
Zhu, Zhuzi yulei, 60:1425: “此心本來虛靈, 萬理具備, 事事物物皆所當知.”
Zhu, Zhuzi yulei, 98:2513: “性者, 理也. 性是體, 情是用. 性情皆出於心, 故心能統之.”
Zhu, Sishu huowen, 2:527: “心之爲物, 實主於身. 其體則有仁義禮智之性, 其用則有惻隱羞惡恭敬
是非之情, 渾然在中, 隨感而應, 各有攸主而不可亂也.”
Cheng and Cheng, Er Cheng ji, 609: “心一也, 有指體而言者(寂然不動是也), 有指用而言者(感而
遂通天下之故是也), 惟觀其所見如何耳.”
Cheng and Cheng, Er Cheng ji, 582: “至微者理也, 至著者象也. 體用一源, 顯微無間.”
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always be combined with it.33 Benti, the li of taiji, causes the formation
and transformation of things in the universe, but it should be attached to
qi because it is immaterial like the physical law or principle. Of course, it
has a much more crucial implication than the physical law. Li of taiji even
holds a moral meaning. This conception of benti implies a serious departure
from traditional ontology where the original substance (ti) always indicates
a monistic, transmoral substance in Daoism and Chinese Buddhism. In the
philosophy of the mind, the mind as an object can also be analyzed into
substance and function. The substance of the mind is xing as human nature
while the function of the mind is qing as its manifested state, including all
emotions and thoughts resulting from cognition. In the following passage,
Zhu Xi suggests that the empty and spiritual qi must contain xing as the
original substance of the mind:
Emptiness and spirituality is naturally the benti of the mind, not a thing
that I can make empty [and spiritual]. The eyes see and the ears hear; the
mind enables them to see and hear. How can the mind have any shape
or image? However, because of eyes’ seeing and ears’ hearing, the mind
seems to be granted a shape or an image. Nevertheless, how can there be
thing-ness in the emptiness and spirituality of the mind?”34

In the above quotation, “benti of the mind” can be interpreted as “the original
state of the mind” or “the mind in itself.”35 However, it is more important
to remember that although the empty and spiritual qi corresponds to the
material substance of the mind, it should include xing (li) as the original
substance. If the original state of the mind is nothing more than qi (hunpo),
it must retain some thing-ness. Even if the material aspect of the mind is
able to have a shape and an image formed by sense perception, the mind
in itself (benti) has no shape and image, unlike a phenomenal thing.
Likewise, the benti of nature (xing zhi benti 性之本體) or the original state
of nature (benran zhi xing 本然之性) only refers to an aspect of li in the
psychophysical nature (qizhi zhi xing 氣質之性).36 The new concept of benti

33
34
35
36

Zhu, Taijitu shuo jie, 70: “◯此所謂無極而太極也. 所以動而陽靜而陰之本體也. 然非有以離乎陰
陽也, 卽陰陽而指其本體, 不雜乎陰陽而爲言耳.”
Zhu, Zhuzi yulei, 5:87: “虛靈自是心之本體, 非我所能虛也. 耳目之視聽, 所以視聽者卽其心也, 豈
有形象. 然有耳目以視聽之, 則猶有形象也. 若心之虛靈, 何嘗有物!”
On the interpretation of this phrase, see Mou, Xinti yu xingti, 3:430; Chen, Zhu Xi zhexue
yanjiu, 155-158; and W. Kim, Ju Hui cheolhak-ui insingnon, 138-139.
Zhu, Zhuzi yulei, 95:2430.
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founded on li-qi dualism is distinguishable from the conception of the
original substance in Daoism and Chinese Buddhism.37 Zhu Xi searches for
a new way to argue for the immortality of the self on the foundation of
xing (li) as the original substance of the mind.

4. The Immortality of the Self Based on the Cosmological Principle
In light of Zhu Xi’s views on the substance of the mind, we can grasp the
key ideas to expound his argument for the immortality of the self. The
essential part or original state of the mind and the self is neither hunpo nor
the original substance in the Daoist and Chinese Buddhist senses. Although
Zhu Xi disagrees with Hu Hong’s theory that the original substance of the
mind experiences no birth or death, he never abandons the concept of the
original substance and the immortality of the self. He goes further and
reconstructs the concept of benti on the grounds of cosmological li-qi dualism,
and analyzes the mind according to the categories of substance and function.
Zhu Xi’s analysis shows that the original substance of the mind is
equivalent to xing, namely the internal mode of li in psychophysical energy,
while the phenomenal function of the mind denotes qing caused by cognition.
As everything composed of qi has a beginning and an end, the material
aspect of the mind cannot avoid extinction after all. However, since the
cosmological nature (li) constitutes the original aspect of the mind, it is
differentiated from the material aspect of the mind, which is doomed to
vanish. That is to say, xing (li), the original substance of the mind, is
immortal. The next passage displays his own view on immortality:
Someone says “the nature of Heaven-and-Earth is my own nature, then how
can it perish suddenly after death?” This assertion is not yet incorrect.
However, I do not know whether the one making this assertion considers
Heaven-and-Earth as the center, or the self. If he regards Heaven-and-Earth
as the center, then this nature originally belongs to the universal principle
existing in Heaven-and-Earth. In that case, there would be no gap between
human beings and any other creatures, or this thing and that thing.

37

Zhu, Zhu Xi ji, 61:3156: “蓋如吾儒之言, 則性之本體, 便只是仁義禮智之實. 如老佛之言, 則先有箇
虛空底性, 後方旋生此四者出來.” Daoism and Chinese Buddhism insist that one original
substance generates all things, even including moral meaning. In opposition to such a monism,
Cheng-Zhu Neo-Confucianism reconstructs the concept of benti based on li, which inherently
contains moral meaning and forms the universe in combination with everlasting qi.
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Likewise, no difference would exist between birth and death, or the past
and the present. Although he can say that “despite death, I do not perish,”
what he gains privately does not remain. If he regards the self as the center,
then he would recognize only the spiritual hunpo performing the cognitive
function in his own self, and instantly indicate and accept it as his own
nature. Adhering to it and indulging in it, he would not throw it away until
death. What he says “despite death, I do not perish” is an extremely
subjective opinion. How can we discuss with him the doctrine of birth and
death, and the principle of nature and mandate?38

In the quoted passage, Zhu Xi criticizes a self-centered perspective in favor
of a universe-centered viewpoint. It is worth noting that Zhu Xi never
disapproves of the immortality of the self after death. If we search for our
original self from the perspective of Heaven-and-Earth, we can understand
that xing, equivalent to the cosmological principle penetrating the universe
as a whole, is the original self. The cosmological principle is universally
applied to everything, including human beings, and lasts forever throughout
the past and the future. Therefore, from a cosmological perspective, we can
say that the original self cannot perish in spite of death. In contrast, if we
look for our original self from a self-centered perspective, we realize that
hunpo is a thing possessing the cognitive function in the self and thus accept
it as our true self and everlasting substance. Adhering to it and indulging
in it, we might maintain such an attitude as to treat it as our eternal nature
and self to the last breath. Even if we say “in spite of death, I do not perish,”
this assertion would simply be our subjective opinion. As long as hunpo
consists of qi, it will surely be exhausted and vanish into the universe.
Given that Zhu Xi refutes Hu Hong’s theory of the eternal mind, the
theory of the self and the mind founded on one fundamental substance in
Daoism and Chinese Buddhism also belongs to a self-centered perspective.39
Not to mention the theory of immortal hunpo and Buddhist theory of
transmigration, any view that posits one fundamental substance for the self
originates from subjectivism. Such a fundamental substance does not exist.
In the universe, there exist only li and qi, or the cosmological principle and
38

39

Zhu, Zhu Xi ji, 41:1900: “所謂天地之性, 卽我之性, 豈有死而遽亡之理, 此說亦未爲非. 但不知爲此
說者, 以天地爲主耶? 以我爲主耶? 若以天地爲主, 則此性卽自是天地間一箇公共道理, 更無人物彼此
之間, 死生古今之別. 雖曰死而不亡, 然非有我之得私矣. 若以我爲主, 則只是於自己身上, 認得一箇
精神魂魄, 有知有覺之物, 卽便目爲己性, 把持作弄, 到死不肯放舍, 謂之死而不亡, 是乃私意之尤者,
尙何足與語死生之說, 性命之理哉?”
Mou Zongsan’s conception of the self also has a self-centered perspective, as shown in
Zhide zhijue yu zhongguo zhexue, 162-183.
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matter-energy. So long as we seek the self from a self-centered perspective,
we cannot avoid subjectivist errors. In short, what Zhu Xi recommends is
to cultivate the self from a universe-centered perspective. In all likelihood,
his recommendation can be endorsed only once we open our minds to
scientific cosmology.
Meanwhile, in cultivating the self from a universe-centered perspective,
one primary question is raised: how can the existence and continuity of the
self be explained? That is, if the self is based on the cosmological principle,
what is the way to maintain self-identity? This question is connected to other
problems related to the sacrificial rites for late parents and ancestors. If
hunpo, the object revered in sacrificial rites, is nonexistent after death, why
should descendants perform sacrificial rites for their parents and ancestors?40
Zhu Xi’s answer to this controversial issue is that we have necessity to
perform these rituals despite the absence of ancestral hunpo. If a person
performs a sacrificial rite sincerely, then ancestral hunpo will definitely
appear in his mind based on the cosmological principle. The conversation
below expresses this belief:
Question: Xing (nature) is li to which one cannot attribute gathering and
scattering. The thing that comes into being by gathering and dies out by
scattering is only composed of qi. The so-called spiritual hunpo owning the
cognitive function is made up of qi. Therefore, it comes into being by
gathering, and into nonexistence by scattering. However, since li constantly
exists throughout the past and the present, it does not gather or scatter, not
to mention decline or grow.
Answer: Human beings and myriad things gain qi of Heaven-and-Earth and
yin-yang all together. Through the assembling of qi a human being is born,
and by dispersing he becomes guishen. However, though his qi has been
scattered already, li of Heaven-and-Earth and yin-yang would produce and
reproduce things endlessly. Even after the ancestors’ spiritual hunpo was
scattered, the descendants’ spiritual hunpo would have some continuation
[italics mine] naturally. Therefore, if you fulfill the rituals with utmost
sincerity and respect, you can summon ancestral hunpo. It is quite difficult
to explicate. When you find ancestral hunpo once it disperses, it seems
40

This issue was controversial in the previous studies. Many scholars insisted that the
naturalistic li-qi theory is not consistent with Zhu Xi’s theory of sacrificial rites, while
some scholars interpreted Zhu Xi’s explanation as consistent. According to this view, Zhu
Xi’s explanation on the hunpo’s arrival in sacrificial rites is a psychic one. See Gardner,
“Ghosts and Spirits in the Sung Neo-Confucian World,” 609-700; Azuma, Shushigaku no
shinkenkyu, 235-238. My view is that Zhu Xi’s theories of li-qi and guishen are consistent,
but need to be elucidated a little more. He seemingly intends to discuss this issue beyond
a psychological perspective.
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to no longer be extant. However, if you execute the rituals with optimum
sincerity and respect, you can feel [ancestral hunpo] coming back. It is
possible due to li existing here all the time [italics mine].41

The gist of the above conversation is that the immortality of the self is
grounded in li, not qi. The two constituent elements in the universe, namely
li and qi of Heaven-and-Earth and yin-yang, are permanent beings. Whereas
qi can gather and scatter as it is matter-energy, li does not gather and scatter
as it is an immaterial and omnipresent principle and law. Anything in the
universe which results from the combination of li and qi experiences birth
and death according to the gathering and scattering of qi. Human hunpo has
no exception. When one dies, his hunpo disperses into one unified qi as
part of the universe just like a river flowing into the ocean. We should pay
careful attention to the fact that while supervising the gathering and
scattering of qi, li produces and reproduces various things, making use of
new qi endlessly. In this regard, although the ancestors’ spiritual hunpo was
scattered completely, their descendants’ spiritual hunpo can have “some
continuation” with the ancestors on the basis of li; it can reproduce qi of
ancestral hunpo in the body of descendants.
Even if a descendant inherits some qi from his ancestors, such
biological qi fundamentally cannot ensure the interaction between ancestor
and descendant in rituals.42 For instance, Zhu Xi suggests two kinds of
justification of our feeling about ancestral hunpo in rituals. First, in the case
of recently deceased ancestors such as parents, the performer of the rituals
can feel the arrival of ancestral hunpo because their qi has not yet dispersed
completely. This explanation accords with the traditional justification in
Confucianism. Second, since hunpo of remote ancestors has dispersed
completely, descendants cannot directly feel the ancestors’ scattered qi. In
such cases, the ancestors’ qi can be felt only when the performer summons
their hunpo which has been preserved in li.43 After all, it is in the mind,
which is founded on li, where performers can feel ancestral hunpo’s return
41

42

43

Zhu, Zhuzi yulei, 3:46: “問, 性卽是理, 不可以聚散言. 聚而生, 散而死者, 氣而已. 所謂精神魂魄,
有知有覺者, 氣也, 故聚則有, 散則無. 若理則亘古今常存, 不復有聚散消長也. 曰, 只是這箇天地陰陽
之氣, 人與萬物皆得之. 氣聚則爲人, 散則爲鬼. 然其氣雖已散, 這箇天地陰陽之理生生而不窮. 祖考
之精神魂魄雖已散, 而子孫之精神魂魄自有些小相屬. 故祭祀之禮盡其誠敬, 便可以致得祖考之魂魄.
這箇自是難說. 看旣散後, 一似都無了. 能盡其誠敬, 便有感格, 亦緣是理常只在這裏也.”
Although the inheritance of qi as bloodline can promote the summoning of ancestral hunpo,
all sacrificial rites need li as a “total supervisor” (zongnaochu 總腦處) to control the running
of qi. Zhu, Zhuzi yulei, 3:47.
Zhu, Zhuzi yulei, 3:37.
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during the rituals.44 Such a justification, which relies on the concept of li,
is Zhu Xi’s unique thesis.
In order to explain Zhu Xi’s justification of hunpo’s arrival in ancestral
rites, we need to remind of his assertion that li produces and reproduces
things ceaselessly. Since li contains all principles of Heaven-and-Earth and
myriad things, including all the information and history of the ancestors, it
has the ability to reproduce all things related to the ancestors under certain
conditions. If a descendant performs the rituals sincerely and devoutly and
with every possible effort, li can reproduce the ancestors’ characteristics such
as appearance, behavior, voice, and so on in the descendant’s mind, and the
descendant can feel the advent of ancestral hunpo. In other words, the
descendant can have an inner sense of the ancestors’ psychophysical features
only by concentration and imagination.45 Therefore, we can summarize Zhu
Xi’s claim on the advent of hunpo in the sacrificial rites as follows: 1)
ancestral hunpo disperses into the universe and is finally reduced to the
unified qi, while all the information and history of the self are preserved
in li; 2) Hunpo that appears during the rites does not indicate an external
entity but an inner sense inspired in the descendant’s mind; and 3) Although
qi transferred through the bloodline can promote such an inner sense, the
feeling of the advent is fundamentally based on li which is able to reproduce
the ancestors’ psychophysical properties.
In a nutshell, the immortality of the self is grounded in li, namely the
cosmological principle. Since li includes all the information and history of
human beings, the self of a person can continuously exist in the minds of
descendants and ultimately in the cosmological principle. In relation to the
problem of hunpo, Zhu Xi praises Xie Liangzuo’s 謝良佐 (1050-1103)
assertion that “the ancestral spirit is my spirit.”46 Zhu Xi seems to think
44
45

46

Zhu, Zhuzi yulei, 3:50: “問, 祭祀之理, 還是有其誠則有其神, 無其誠則無其神否? 曰, 鬼神之理,
卽是此心之理.”
In contrast to the cognition comprising the outer senses, “feeling ancestral hunpo’s coming”
(gange 感格) in sacrificial rites is experienced by an inner sense that internal li causes
without sense perception.
Xie, Shangcai yulu, 1:16: “祖考精神, 便是自家精神.” Xie also says that “if you want it to
be, then it exists. If you want it not to be, then it does not exist.” (Shangcai yulu, 1:30:
“若有時, 便有, 若無時, 便無.”) Zhu Xi comments as follows. Chen Houzhi’s question:
Although ancestors belong to the unified qi of Heaven-and-Earth, can it be gathered and
scattered because of descendants’ sacrificial rites? Answer: This is the meaning of
Shangcai’s assertion that “if you want it to be, then it exists. If you want it not to be,
then it does not exist.” It is entirely dependent on human beings. Guishen is originally
an extant thing. (Zhuzi yulei, 3:47: “陳後之問, 祖宗是天地間一箇統氣, 因子孫祭享而聚散? 曰,
這便是上蔡所謂, 若要有時, 便有, 若要無時, 便無, 是皆由乎人矣. 鬼神是本有底物事.”) Given that
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that Xie’s saying is in accord with his own thoughts regarding the problem
of ancestral hunpo’s arrival in sacrificial rites. However, Zhu Xi’s thoughts
on the advent of hunpo are particularly unique in that he sees cosmological
li as the foundation of the immortality of the self. He likely intends to extend
the significance of moral self-cultivation to a cosmological dimension.47
Though the conception of the immortal self based on li retains some
vagueness, Zhu Xi’s new insight and perspective is worth noting.48

5. Conclusion
I have tried to shed light on the substance of the mind and the immortal
self in relation to Zhu Xi’s guishen-hunpo theory. Under the influence of
naturalistic trends in the Song dynasty, Zhu Xi interprets guishen as
intelligible natural phenomena resulting from the two functions of qi. Hunpo
or guishen of the human being is no more than the most flourishing state
of jingqi (guishen). As the material substance of the mind comprised of qi,
hunpo reveals itself through the performance of the cognitive function. Zhu
Xi divides the function of hunpo into two: the ability to think and consider
is hun and the capacity to memorize and discriminate is po. Since everything
composed of qi has a beginning and an end depending on the gathering and
scattering of qi, the mind also inevitably experiences birth and death.
However, the essential part or the original state of the mind is neither
hunpo nor the original substance advocated in Daoism and Chinese
Buddhism. Zhu Xi criticizes Hu Hong’s theory that the mind experiences
no birth or death for the reason that the mind is the functional aspect of

47

48

hunpo’s existence depends on human beings, Zhu Xi seems to postulate li for the sake
of the immortality of the self, which bears an interesting similarity to Kant’s religious
postulation.
Interestingly, at the age of 67, Zhu Xi was immersed in the study of Zhouyi chantongqi
周易參同契 (The Seal of the Unity of the Three in Accordance with the Zhouyi), a book
related to xian 仙 immortals. However, although Zhu Xi was very interested in the method
of liandan 煉丹 by which Daoists could transform their body into a very refined state of
qi, Zhu Xi ultimately denied this method. Until he died, he conceded the immortality of
the self based only on li. On the relationship between the concept of hunpo and xian
immortals, see Yu, “‘O Soul, Come Back!,’” 386-395.
Zhu Xi’s conception of the immortal self is distinct from selflessness in that it is based
on li, in which all the information and history of a person will be memorized eternally.
However, it is not a permanent individual substance like the soul, but rather a principle
containing all the information in the universe. Therefore, it is unclear whether this
cosmological principle could be regarded as the “self” maintaining self-identity after death.
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the original substance as an ultimate reality, yet he never abandons the
concept of the original substance and the immortality of the self. He
reconstructs the concept of benti on the foundation of cosmological li-qi
dualism, and then analyzes the mind according to the categories of original
substance and phenomenal function. All things can be analyzed into
substance and function, respectively indicating li (cosmological principle)
and xiang (phenomenal affairs). Whereas xiang occurs through the
combination of both li and qi, substance only refers to li. In the same way,
the mind can also be categorized into substance and function, respectively
corresponding to xing (human nature) and qing (actual condition). Xing is
equivalent to li, and qing is generated by the cognitive function.
Since all things composed of qi have a beginning and an end, the
material aspect of the mind cannot but perish someday. In contrast, since
the original aspect of the mind or the mind in itself (benti) is the
cosmological nature (li), the original self is not mortal. Hunpo is mortal but
xing (li) is immortal, as it is the original substance of the mind. Grounded
on such an insight, Zhu Xi recommends that people should cultivate the self
from a universe-centered perspective. While justifying sacrificial rites for
ancestors based on his theory of li-qi, Zhu Xi claims that a performer of
rites could feel the advent of ancestral hunpo if he shows the utmost sincerity
and respect to them. It does not imply that ancestral hunpo return during
the ancestral rituals as an external entity, but instead that they appear in the
descendants’ minds, relying on li.
Since li contains all the information and history of the ancestors as well
as things and affairs in the universe, it can reproduce everything related to the
ancestors in a descendant’s mind. Ancestors’ arrival in rituals depends on their
descendants, and becomes feasible with a reliance on li, which is the total
supervisor of the universe. Questions such as “what is the ultimate existence?”
and “who am I?” belong to perhaps the most crucial philosophical motif.
Despite some vagueness, Zhu Xi’s conception of the immortal self can be
regarded as a unique and creative perspective which probes those two questions.
■ Submitted: 2017.05.14 / Reviewed: 2017.05.17-2017.06.07 / Confirmed for publication: 2017.06.07
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朱熹哲學中之心的本體與自我不朽
――關於鬼神魂魄理論
金 祐 瑩

中文摘要

這篇文章旨在, 處理朱熹哲學鬼神魂魄觀念所涉及的心的本體與自
我不朽的問題｡ 朱熹將鬼神理解爲陰陽二氣的功能和自然造化現象, 而
將魂魄――它相當於人的鬼神――則理解爲心之物質(氣的)形態｡ 魂魄是
鬼神最爲旺盛的狀態, 也具認知功能｡ 然而, 它又如同以氣組成的事物相
類, 根据氣的聚集和分散, 心之物質性顯現也有出生與死亡｡ 與此相反,
心的本體是永恆的理(性), 不能被描述爲聚集和分散｡ 朱熹通過一個本
體觀念, 並從宇宙論的基礎上, 重新構成理氣二元論, 依此堅持認爲, 自我
作爲心的本體是不朽的｡ 由此可知, 朱熹的建議是從以宇宙論爲中心的
立場去探索自我｡ 朱熹扣緊祖先的祭祀儀式而重構理氣論, 進而主張祖
先的魂魄能夠在宇宙原理(理)的基礎上重新出現｡ 由於宇宙原理包含有
關祖先的所有信息與歷史, 所以理能夠在子孫的心中重現祖先的一切｡
朱熹對不朽自我的見解, 可視之爲具創意的觀點｡
關鍵詞：心, 本體, 自我不朽, 鬼神, 魂魄, 朱熹

